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PROPAGATION OF NEURONAL ACITVITY BY ELECTRIC
FIELD

Abstract
by

Chen Qiu
The propagations of several types of neuronal activity such as theta wave or
epilepsy exhibit a similar speed of approximately 0.1m/s with or without synapses,
suggesting that there exists a shared non-synaptic governing mechanism. Electrical field
effect is a potential candidate, as it is known to modulate spiking patterns and timing.
Here, we develop a simulated CA1 pyramidal network with cells connected solely
through field effect and test the hypothesis that electric field alone is responsible for
neuronal activity propagation. Results show that field effect can mediate the transverse
propagation with a speed of 0.12 ± 0.097 m/s upon spiking initiation with simulated field
amplitudes of 3-6mV/mm, similar to that observed physiologically. We also showed an
inverse relationship between osmolarity and propagation speed, both in mouse
hippocampal slices and simulation. We conclude that, despite its weak amplitude, field
effect can be responsible for neuronal activity propagation.

1

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND HYPOTHESES

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Neuronal Activity Propagation and Relative Mechanisms
The brain is a highly modular structure where rhythmic or repetitive neural
oscillation exists throughout the neural tissue. Even though the brain is densely packed
with neurons, only a very small fraction of them are activated in response to a stimulus or
in a cognitive or motor task [1], while the rest are activated through the spiking activity
propagation.

In

general,

such

oscillations

can

be

characterized

by

their

frequency/amplitude (theta, gamma, etc.) or their spiking patterns (bursting, sharp waveripple complexes, etc.), and can be usually monitored by electroencephalogram (EEG),
electronystagmogram (ENG), electromyogram (EMG), and glass pipettes or electrode
arrays on small scale experiments. The functions of neuronal propagations are wide
ranging. Under normal conditions, neuronal activity propagation is crucial for many
neural functions such as motor coordination, perception, memory, and consciousness. In
addition, specific types of neural oscillations also appear in pathological situations such
as tremor or epilepsy, characterized by involuntary or excessive spiking travelling [2], [3].
Thus, to understand how to control and modulate the essential cognitive and motor
functions or to understand pathological conditions related to neuronal oscillations, it is
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essential to identify the conditions under which each corresponding type of neuronal
activity propagation can proceed.
The mechanisms for neuronal propagation can be understood by examining how
neurons communicate among one another. Chemical synaptic transmission is the most
well-known mechanism that links the membranes of two adjacent neurons together and
carries out the signaling process. Specifically, electrical activity in presynaptic cells is
converted into the release of neurotransmitters that bind to postsynaptic receptors and
initiate electrical responses in the postsynaptic cells. Electrical synapses (gap junctions)
are composed of two connexin proteins and form a narrow channel that directly connect
the two cells and allow electrical coupling [4]. Although synaptic transmission is clearly
the most important way for neural to communicate, non-synaptic mechanisms have been
proven to either allow or affect the transmission of electrical signals among cells. Ionic
diffusive coupling were shown to cause seizure-like activity to propagate with a slow
speed [5], [6], [7], [8] whereby ions diffuse from one cell to its neighbor and can change
excitability of the cell [9]. Endogenous or applied electrical fields can also affect
neuronal firing and interaction due to the change of membrane polarization. Despite their
small size, these fields are able to entrain action potentials and affect neural functions
under physiological conditions [10]. However, they have not been implicated in the
propagation of neural activity.

1.1.2 Mechanism and Functions of Electrical Field Effect
Electrical fields can indirectly affect neuronal excitability by modulating the
membrane voltage.Also known as ephaptic effect (or coupling), it was first discovered
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and demonstrated in 1940 by Katz and Schmitt. They experimented on the limb nerve of
a crab “Carcinus maenas” and showed that one excited non-myelinated nerve could affect
the excitability of another non-myelinated nerve, when these two nerves were in parallel
and isolated [11]. The electric field effect mostly occurs locally, when a change in
electrical activity at certain location of one cell creates a dipole (or a local circuit thus the
extracellular electrical field) that acts as a virtual extracellular stimulation to cells nearby
and in turn influences their neuronal activity (Fig. 1.1). Electrical field effect was found
to occur anywhere in a cell such as axon to axons [12], somas [10], and even within
chemical synaptic clefts where Ca2+ channels are affected by the local field [13]. The

central structures that exhibit field effects were found in hippocampus, spinal cord, cortex,
olfactory bulbs, retina, and peripheral auditory nervous system [12], [14].
The significances of electrical field effect under different settings and locations
are diverse, and the mechanism has attracted research interests on its impact on neuronal
activity generation, synchronization, and modulation. There have been numerous studies
employing externally applied weak fields to polarize neurons, and the field effect was
shown to have both excitatory and inhibitory-effects at various degrees. A recent study
has shown that field effect could strongly entrain action potential timing, particularly for
slow fluctuations of the extracellular field, although the field only mediate very small
changes in somatic membrane potential [10]. Furthermore, during concurrent to
suprathreshold synaptic input, the spike timing change was shown to have a linear
dependency on field strength for low-frequency fields, and the mean firing phase and
coherence of the spiking each increased monotonically with field strength for highfrequency fields [15]. Computational simulation studies also validated that field effect
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can greatly affect spike timing [10] and can lead to synchronization of independently
firing neurons [12]. On the contrary, electrical field may also have inhibitory effect
within chemical synapses, such as in mammalian cerebellum, where a strong barrier
exists to current flow causing an opposite flow direction and a transient electrical
hyperpolarization [16].
Research studies on the topic of electrical field effect suggested that despite its
weak amplitude recorded under physiological or pathological conditions (around 15mV/mm, [10], [15], [17]), the electrical field has a significant role in neuronal activity
modulation. However, thus far, most experimental and computation studies have focused
on how externally applied DC or simulated field waveform (sinusoidal) affect single
neurons and none has mentioned the role of field effect on neuronal activity propagation
within a cellular network. Francis et al. suggests that a cellular network is more sensitive
to weak fields than individual cell [17]. Recently, it has been suggested that electric field
are responsible for the propagation of epileptiform activity in the hippocampus after
diffusion, electrical, and chemical mechanisms were eliminated [18]. It is difficult,
however, to directly show that electrical fields are responsible in experimental settings.
Here, we take the advantage of computer simulation to determine if electrical fields alone
can be responsible for the neuronal activity propagation.

5

1.2 STATEMENT OF RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The primary goal of this study is to investigate whether, upon neuronal activity
initiation, the network endogenous electrical field effect alone is sufficient to drive
propagation of the activity within the neuronal network itself. The study is conducted
through computational simulation of a hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cellular network that
is connected by no other means but field effect interaction and validated by experimental
data. The specific objectives and hypotheses of the study are:
(I)

To develop a computational model of a transverse cellular network containing
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons that are isolated and can be only affected by
electrical field created by their adjacent cells, and that the cellular volume density
in the network is physiological.

(II)

To study whether, upon initiation of spiking activities in the cells of the first row,
that the activity can propagate through the rest of the cells in the network. We
hypothesize that electrical field effect solely can drive the propagation of
neuronal activity within a cellular network.

(III)

To record the speed and the network field amplitude during propagation (if
propagation occurs), and compare the values to those observed experimentally.
We hypothesize that the neuronal activity propagation governed by electrical
field effect exhibits a speed of 0.1m/s regardless of whether it is under normal or
pathological conditions.

(IV)

To study the effect of osmolarity on network field amplitude and its relationship
with the neuronal activity propagation speed (if propagation occurs), validated by
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experimental measurements. We hypothesize that the extracellular volume is
inversely related to the propagation speed.
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Figure 1.1. Graphical demonstration of electrical field effect for cell to cell interaction.
When an action potential occurs at the soma, current flows into the soma and out at the
dendrites, creating a local current loop. This loop will in turn depolarize the adjacent
neuron that was originally at rest and modulate its electrical activity.
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CHAPTER 2
PROPAGATION OF NEURONAL ACTIVITY BY ELECTRIC
FIELD

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Electrical signal propagation is one of the properties in a neuronal network
that enables communications among neurons. In the hippocampus, such
communication is essential for basic neural function such as memory, or, if abnormal,
can cause pathological conditions such as epilepsy. In particular, the propagation of
epileptiform activity has been intensively researched in various epilepsy models, as
well as the propagation of theta oscillations during awake behavior and rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep [1]. Surprisingly, the propagation speeds of these two types
of activity are very similar. Epileptiform events generated by 4-aminopyridine (4-AP)
travel with a longitudinal speed of 0.09±0.03 m/s along the CA3 region [2]. Similarly,
in the presence of picrotoxin, synchronous firing events propagate longitudinally at
0.14±0.04 m/s [3]. Ionic concentration changes in ACSF also triggers epileptiform
activity, and in high 𝐾 + , low 𝑀𝑔2+ , and low 𝐶𝑎2+ induced models, either in

transverse slices or whole hippocampus, speeds of 0.07 to 0.1m/s [4], 0.1 to 0.15m/s
[5], and 0.04 to 0.15m/s [6] were observed, respectively. In normal tissue, theta
oscillations travel with a speed of 0.87 to 0.107m/s in the hippocampus of living
rodent rats [1], while carbachol-induced theta oscillations in transverse slices
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exhibited a speed of 0.119 m/s along CA1 cell layer and a 0.141 m/s along CA3 cell
layer [7]. Taken together, it is clear that both epileptiform activity and theta
oscillations in hippocampus travel with a speed of approximately 0.1 m/s regardless
of experimental models, and that a shared fundamental mechanism may exist
underlying these neuronal propagations.
Despite the fact that chemically-mediated synaptic transmission and
electrically-mediated gap junctions are generally known to be responsible for
neuronal communication, these two mechanisms were not required during
propagation, since neural activity could still travel at the same or even higher speed in
the presence of synaptic blockers such as low 𝐶𝑎2+ /4-AP aCSF condition [6], [8], [9]
and gap junction blockers such as mefloquine/4-AP aCSF condition [9].

Other

propagation mechanisms such as extracellular ionic transients and axonal conduction
mechanisms were reported to have very different propagation speed (0.0004 to
0.008m/s for 𝐾 + diffusion and 0.3 to 0.5m/s caused by axonal conduction, [3],[10],

[11], [12], [13], [14]). Thus, it is unlikely that neuronal activity propagation at around
0.1m/s can be explained by synaptic transmission, gap junction, diffusion, or axonal
propagation. The only other mechanism to explain such propagation is through
electric field effects, as experiments have shown that extracellular field effect could
modulate the activity of single neurons and/or network activity. In hippocampal

pyramidal cells, weak electrical fields can modulate the excitability of cells and play a
role in the synchronization of the network [15]. In cortical neurons, endogenous field
with a similar amplitude could strongly entrain action potentials under physiological
conditions and pharmacologically evoked network activity and lead to phase locking
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of spikes to the external field to reach a “spike-field synchrony” [16], [17]. The fact
that the cellular packing is relatively tight in certain brain regions increases the field
interactions between cells [18]. Yet, electrical fields have not been thought to be
involved in the propagation of neural activity. Thus, in this thesis, we test the
hypothesis that an electrical field effect could cause neuronal activity to travel with a
speed of 0.1m/s in hippocampus through a computational model that includes cells
connected by no other means (such as synapses or gap junctions). The hippocampal
CA1 pyramidal cellular network was tested, as it is a typical region where neuronal
propagation was observed experimentally. Two experimental models were simulated
- 4-AP/no [𝐶𝑎2+ ] condition and normal aCSF condition- in order to understand the
scope and significance of electrical field effect in various types of neuronal
propagation. We examined the propagation speed and resulting network field
amplitude in the modeled cellular network and compared it with neural activity
propagation patterns in in-vitro experiments. The model predictions related to the
effect of packing density on propagation speed were confirmed by osmolarity
experiments.
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2.2 METHODS

2.2.1 Model structure
The neuronal CA1 hippocampal pyramidal network was built under the NEURON
7.3 simulation environment (Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT). In the model,
each CA1 hippocampal pyramidal cell was constructed using a 3-D cylinder shape for
dendrites and spherical shape for the soma that was located between the apical and basal
dendritic cylinders. The morphology of each cell is shown in Fig. 2.1 with 33compartments, including one compartment for the soma, 21 compartments for the apical
dendrite, and 11 compartments for the basal dendrite. The lengths of the apical and basal
dendrites were 735.3 μm and 490.2 μm, respectively, while both had a diameter of 5.2
μm [19]. Similar as previous experiments and models, the diameter of each cell body was
10 μm [16], [19]-[20].
The transmembrane potential 𝑉𝑖 for each compartment of the model is described

by the relationship known as the cable equation (Eq. 1).
Cm , i

dVi
=
− I m ,i + ri ,i +1 (Vi +1 − Vi ) + ri ,i −1 (Vi −1 − Vi ) (1)
dt

where Cm,i , Vi , Im,i , are the membrane capacitance, transmembrane potential,

and

transmembrane current of the i -th compartment respectively; ri,i+1 is the cytoplasmic
(axial) conductivity between the i -th and (i +1)-th compartment. In calcium-free solution,
the calcium currents and calcium-dependent potassium currents are eliminated [19]. In

addition, to simplify the model, only the soma compartment contains an active
conductance; for dendritic compartments, the transmembrane current only contains leak
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dend
current Im,i
= Ileak,i = g i Vi , with g i representing the passive conductance of the i -th

compartment.

All passive membrane properties for each pyramidal cell were set to the following
values according to patch clamp recordings and current clamp data in Ca2+ -free

=680 Ω ∙ cm2 ,
conditions by Shuai et al. 2003: somatic membrane resistivity Rsoma
m

soma
somatic membrane capacitance Cm
=1.0 µF/cm , dendrite membrane resistivity
dend
Rdend
=34,200 Ω ∙ cm2 , dendritic capacitance Cm
=1.0 µF/cm, and cytoplasmic (axial)
m

resistivity R i =530 Ω ∙ cm [19].

2.2.2 Active ionic conductances
For each cell in the model, the transmembrane current for somatic compartments

I msoma
are given by:
,i
soma
I=
I Leak ,i + I Ions ,i (2)
m ,i

where I Leak ,i and I Ions ,i are the leak current and total active ionic currents respectively.
Previous in-vitro experiments and computational models for CA1 hippocampal pyramidal
cell stated that there are generally five major active ionic conductances in a Ca-free
extracellular environment: a fast sodium current I Na , a delayed rectifier current I DR , an
A-type transient current I A , a muscarinic current I M , and a persistent sodium current

I NaP [19], [21]. Thus, the total ionic current in the somatic compartment consists of five
active currents:
I Ions ,i = I Na + I DR + I A + I M + I NaP
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(3)

The gating equations for each active current are implemented using the Hodgkin-Huxley
formalism [22] as follows:
=
I Na g Na m3h (Vm − ENa )

=
I NaP g NaP w (Vm − ENa )

=
I DR g DR n 4 (Vm − EK )

=
I A g A ab (Vm − EK )
=
I M g M u 2 (Vm − EK )
=
I L g L (Vm − EL )

(4a)

The maximum conductance in Eq. 4a and b are based on those of Shuai et al. [19],
where their established models reproduced the electrophysiological behavior of CA1
pyramidal cells in low Ca concentration environment. However, in-vitro experiments in
our study were performed in an environment that also contained 4-aminopyridine (4-AP),
a blocker of the Kv1 voltage-activated K+ (A-type transient K) channels. Thus, we
greatly reduced the maximum A channel conductance, 𝑔𝐴 , to a near-zero value so to

mimic the experimental model. In addition, the Hodgkin-Huxley Na channel maximum
conductance 𝑔𝑁𝑎 was modified to the lowest value that allowed cells to fire with initial
stimulation in the model, 0.048 𝑆/𝑐𝑚2 , a value that is still lower than the largest

physiological 𝑔𝑁𝑎 value reported for CA1 pyramidal cells, 0.15 𝑆/𝑐𝑚2 [21]. Table 2.1
shows the maximum conductance values used in the model.

Each gate variable x (i.e. m, h, w, n, a, b, u ) depends on its corresponding gate
function,
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑥∞ −𝑥
𝜏𝑥
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(4b)

where 𝑥∞ = 𝛼𝑥 /(𝛼𝑥 + 𝛽𝑥 ) and 𝜏𝑥 = 1/(𝛼𝑥 + 𝛽𝑥 ). The rate functions (𝛼𝑥 , 𝛽𝑥 ) for all
currents were the same as those in Shuai et al. [19].

2.2.3 The neuronal network model
The layout of the CA1 neuronal network in the model was designed in a way to
capture the most important features of the physiological cellular layout for hippocampal
activity propagation while minimizing the number of elements. The network is made up
of three rows (Row A, B, and C) of neurons with ten cell locations in each row (Fig. 2.2
A and B). The distance between each two adjacent neurons in a physiological pyramidal
network ranges from 2 to 5 μm [16], [20]; in the model, we tested cell-to-cell distance
(𝑑𝑐−𝑐 ) equals 2, 3, and 4 µm (n=10 and variance=0.1µm with Gaussian distribution for

each 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 ). To represent the cell stacking throughout the depth of a tissue slice, an

arbitrary “stacking factor” (SF) was generated to take into account the real number of
cells around a certain location. An SF of 3 means that for every cell location in the
network, there are three cells stacking around the same spot vertically throughout the
depth of the slice (Fig. 2.2 C). The value of the SF was estimated from the volume
cellular density reported from previous histology studies. In mice hippocampus, CA1
cellular volume density varies from approximately 180,000 neurons/𝑚𝑚3 to 300,000
neurons/𝑚𝑚3 [20], [23] depending on specific locations in CA1 region. The thickness
of a typical hippocampal slice is usually around 600 μm. With the model network area

equals to approximately 4216 µm2 to 4788 µm2 (Fig. 2.2 A: 𝑑̅ =2 μm, area=34 μm×

124µm; 𝑑̅=4 μm, area=38 μm× 136µm;), SF between 15 to 28 would best represent the
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cellular layout in tissue. In the model, stacking factor values between 10 and 30 were
tested.

2.2.4 In-vitro measurements (low 𝐂𝐚𝟐+ /4-AP) of extracellular activity in
hippocampus

In-vitro measurements of extracellular activity and electric field in mice
hippocampus were performed to measure the propagation speed and validate the results
of the simulation. Experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal
Case and Usage Committee. CD1 Mice from Charles River (P10-P20) were anesthetized
and then decapitated. Subsequently, the whole hippocampus was separated from the brain
and unfolded by following a previously developed protocol [12]. All unfolded
hippocampal preparations were then transferred into a recovery solution of aCSF bubbled
with 95% O2/5% CO2 and maintained at a room temperature (25oC) for at least one hour
before recording. Normal aCSF buffer consisted of (mM): NaCl 124, KCl 3.75, KH2PO4
1.25, MgSO4 2, NaHCO2 26, Dextrose 10 and CaCl2 2. 4-aminopyridine (4-AP), a blocker
of the Kv1 voltage-activated K+ channels, was used to increase the excitability of the tissue [24],

[25], [26]. Low Ca2+/4-AP aCSF consisted of (mM): 4-AP 0.1, NaCl 124, KCl 5.25,
KH2PO4 1.25, MgSO4 1.5, NaHCO3 26, Dextrose 10 and CaCl2 0.2.
A Michigan shank was inserted into the unfolded hippocampus along the
dendritic-soma axis to measure the extracellular potentials. Electrical field amplitudes
were calculated as the space derivative of potentials measured by two channels on the
shank, one at the depth of cell layer (200 µm from the stratum) and one in apical
dendrites (the channel immediately above). The Michigan shank was combined through a
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multi-channel workstation with data acquisition system by Alpha omega, Inc. (AlphaLab
SNR).

2.2.5 Electrical field effect modeling
To test the hypothesis that endogenous electric field alone could induce neural
activity propagation, the synaptic connections, gap junctions, and diffusion effects were
eliminated in the network. Neural activity of cells in Row A was first initiated by
experimentally determined extracellular potential. Ten in-vitro signals acquired from
each of the channels located at cell layer, apical dendrites, and basal dendrites by
Michigan Shank were averaged and inserted extracellularly at corresponding locations in
each cell of Row A in the model (Fig. 2.3 A). However, the extracellular potential
amplitude required to initiate action potentials in Row A cells was approximately ten
times larger than physiological amplitude. This is because physiological signals were
acquired at its best 10 µm -30 µm away from its nearest cells due to the damage caused

by the electrode insertion, while in the model, signals were inserted right outside of the
membrane. As extracellular potential decays at a rate inversely proportional to the
distance away from a point source, the potential amplitudes in the model were expected
to be larger than what were seen physiologically.
The electric field effect was simulated using the quasi-static formulation of the
Maxwell equations assuming homogenous volume conductors [27]. According to Ohm’s
Law for conductors in Maxwell’s Equations, the potential 𝜑 at the point P at a distance r

relatively to the reference electrode in a medium of conductivity σ is

𝜑=

𝐼

4𝜋𝜎𝑟
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(5)

In the model, assuming the extracellular medium is homogeneous and linear,
using superposition, Eq. (5) can be generalized to j monopolar electrodes from a total of i

cells from the previous row(s) with a current 𝐼𝑖,𝑗→𝑛 located at a distance 𝑟𝑖,𝑗→𝑛 from the
target node n for each target node n of the target cell. The extracellular potential inserted
at target node n is given by

𝑰𝒊,𝒋→𝒏

𝑺𝑭

𝑽𝒆𝒙,𝒏 = 𝟒𝝅𝝈 ∑𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍 𝒊 ∑𝟑𝟓
𝒋 𝒓

𝒊,𝒋→𝒏

(6)

where 𝑽𝒆𝒙,𝒏 is the extracellular potential inserted at target node 𝐧 in the target cell,

𝑰𝒊,𝒋→𝒏 is the membrane current (assuming current going out of the cell to be positive
direction) at a node 𝐣 of cell 𝐢 located 𝒓𝒊,𝒋→𝒏 distance from target node 𝐧,with a total 𝐣=35
nodes in each cell (Fig. 2.3 B); 𝛔 is the extracellular conductivity (typically the
extracellular resistivity is 250-380 Ωcm [28], [29]; 300Ωcm was used in the model); 𝐒𝐅 is
the stacking factor. The electric field effect could only propagate in the transverse

direction to simplify the model; Row B cells were affected by Row A cells, and Row C
cells were affected by both Row A and Row B cells with the electric field effect.

2.2.6 Propagation speed and resulting network electric field measurement
The propagation speed was measured based on the intracellular recording of each
row’s middle cell, where the first spike’s peaking time from each cell was recorded and
the delay from Row A to Row B and from Row B to Row C were calculated. The
propagation speed was derived by taking the travelling distance divided by delay time. To
measure the resulting electrical field due to the network firing activity and compare it to
the experimentally recorded waveforms, we placed three virtual electrodes (v1, v2, and
v3) outside of the network (Fig. 2.4 A) vertically to test the network field amplitude,
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similar to the placement of Michigan Shank electrodes in the in-vitro slice. The middle
electrode was placed 30 µm away from the Row C middle cell to account for

approximately three rows of dead cells around the electrode. Each row’s resulting
extracellular voltage toward v1, v2, and v3 were calculated, and the summed field from
all three row layers gives the value at each of the electrode position. The extracellular
field was calculated by finding the average of the spatial difference of v1 and v2 and the
spatial difference of v1 and v3 (Eq. 7).
𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒕𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌 =

𝑽𝟐 −𝑽𝟏 𝑽𝟑 −𝑽𝟏
+
𝒅𝟏
𝒅𝟐

𝟐

(7)

An extracellular potential widening algorithm (“shifting algorithm”) was applied for each
cell’s extracellular with a value of 20 to provide the most consistent spike width with
experimental results (Fig. 2.4 B).
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2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Electrical field effect alone can sustain neural activity propagation in-silico
During 4-AP/ low 𝐶𝑎2+ induced epileptiform activity in the CA1 region of

unfolded hippocampus, extracellular recordings in cell layer (𝑉𝑎 ) and apical dendrites (𝑉𝑏 )
showed trains of bursting events (Fig. 2.5 A). Electrical field amplitude near the cell

layer was estimated by taking the spatial derivatives of two voltage measurements.
Among 65 spikes in five unfolded hippocampus tissues, field spiking amplitude was
between 1.60-7.13mV/mm with a mean value of 3.5±1.0mV/mm, where most of the
distribution fell between 2.5-5mV/mm; the averaged mid-amplitude spike width was 8.57
±1.66 ms (Fig. 2.5 A). The simulation results provided very similar spiking
characteristics and amplitudes in all row layers of the network. With a representative SF
value of 20 and 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 value of 2.94 μm, the extracellular field amplitudes were

0.99mV/mm, 1.14mV/mm, and 2.45mV/mm for Row A, B, and C layers respectively(Fig.
2.4 A, Eq. 7); the network field amplitude (summation of all three layers) was
4.58mV/mm. As Row A was the furthest and Row C was the closest to the three virtual
field recording electrodes, Row A and Row C exhibited the lowest and highest field
amplitudes, respectively. In the simulation, the number of spikes in an event was 10,
while in experimental 4-AP/ low [ 𝐶𝑎2+ ] environment, intra-burst spikes vary from

1(singlet) to 8 across different CA1 pyramidal cells with a mean around 3 to 4 spikes [6],
[30], [31]. This is because our model had a high-end value of 𝑔𝑁𝑎 in the physiological

range, while Shuai et al.(2003) pointed out that there is almost a linear relationship
between the spiking number and the increase of 𝑔𝑁𝑎 [19]. It should be noted however, that
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most of the studies on neuronal activity propagation studies only focused on the first
spike in every event; thus, it was much more crucial to mimic the characteristic of the
first spike than the rest of the event in the model.
Over a range of SF values between 10 and 30, field amplitude increases as SF
increases and was approximately 3-6mV/mm when SF is within the physiological range,
which matched experimental data as well as previously reported weak field amplitude in
hippocampal slices (below 5mV/mm, [32], [33]) and in the cortex (4.52mV/mm, [17])
(Fig. 2.5 B). From Row A to Row B and Row B to Row C, the activity of the first spikes
was clearly propagating (Fig. 2.5 B), suggesting that electrical field effect solely is
responsible for neuronal activity propagation in the CA1 hippocampal network.

2.3.2 Neuronal propagation induced by electrical field effect travels with a speed of
approximately 0.1m/s in-silico and in-vitro
Using the control parameters given in Table 1 and 2, the model reproduced the
essential characteristics of the bursting activity seen in CA1 pyramidal cells. The resting
potential, first spike amplitude, and first spike 50%-amplitude width were -61.5mV,
93.9mV, and 6.5ms, respectively, all falling into the experimentally measured ranges
from CA1 pyramidal cell in-vitro studies (resting potential: -75mV~ -52mV; first spike
amplitude: 70mV~ 103.2mV; and first spike mid-amplitude: approximately 1~8ms) [19],
[30], [31], [34]). To understand the action potential threshold of the modeled cell, a 10ms
intracellular current stimulus was injected, and an action potential fired at 12.09mV
above the resting potential when the stimulus was at 0.132nA, matching the in-vivo
measured threshold values (11.2mV~16.8mV above the resting potential) (Fig. 2.6 A).
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The transverse propagation speed across the entire network was evaluated based
on the action potential peaking time delays of each row’s middle cell (namely, cell #5 of
each row in Fig. 2.2 A). This is because the middle cells experience the strongest field
effect compare to other cells in the row based on Eq.6. We recorded action potential
waveforms and calculated the propagation speeds by taking distance travelled from Row
A to Row C divided by the total action potential delay time (Δt1+Δt2). Fig. 2.6 B shows
sample membrane potential signals with 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 of 2.94 μm and SF equaled to 20. With
only electrical field effect in the network, neuronal activity propagated from Row A to
Row C with a total traveling distance of 35.88 μm (three soma diameters plus two 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 )

and a total time delay of 0.385ms, resulting a propagation speed of 0.093m/s . Within the
physiological SF range, propagation speed increases as SF becomes bigger, as a more
packed cellular network creates a bigger network field amplitude (Fig. 2.5 B) thus
increasing the propagation speed. The mean speed was 0.12±0.097m/s (Table 2.2).

2.3.3 Electrical field propagation also occurs in the normal channel dynamics
To determine if the effect described above is robust, we tested the field effect in a
CA1 pyramidal network using normal channel kinetic equations with an established
model by Wimmer et al. [35]. Each cell contained 15 different distributed Ca2+ and

voltage-dependent conductances and produces an intracellular signal that captures the
physiological action potential characteristics upon initial stimulation (Fig. 2.7 A). The
number of compartments in each cell, the network layout, and neuronal activity initiation
using Michigan Shank acquired recordings remained the same, and the speed and

network field amplitude were tested with a mean dc−c = 2μm and variance of 0.1μm for
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each value of SF (n=10 for each of SF=10, 15, 20, 25, and 30) in the same way described
previously. Results showed that the mean propagation speed upon neuronal activity
initiation was 0.11±0.03 m/s (Fig. 2.7 B and D) and the field amplitude ranged from
2.33~3.06mV/mm (Fig. 2.7 C and E) within physiological SF range, both match the
speed and field amplitude seen in-vitro and in-vivo. This predicts that electrical field
effect alone can not only produce neuronal activity propagation in pathological
epileptiform-inducing environments, but also in networks with normal channels kinetics.

2.3.4 Electrical field effect explains the inverse relationship between extracellular
osmolarity and propagation speed
To test the model prediction that the speed of propagation decreases with
increasing distance between the neurons, we performed osmolarity experiments in-vitro
and found a similar relationship between the change in extracellular space volume and
the resulting neuronal activity propagation speed. The experiments were carried out in
longitudinal mice slices in 4-AP solutions as propagation is usually the strongest in that
direction [9]. By decreasing the osmolarity (cell swells and 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 decreases) of 4-AP

aCSF by 270-275 mOsm, time delay between signals measured from two glass pipettes
located along the CA3 layer decreased from 13.98 ± 4.08 ms (n=86 spike-pair from 3
slices) to 9.43 ± 4.97 ms (n=138 spike-pair from 3 slices in low osmolarity over 10 mins
after dilution). With an estimated distance between the two glass pipettes equals to
0.6mm, a 48.3% increase in speed was seen. On the other hand, by increasing the
osmolarity (cell shrinks and 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 increases) of 4-AP aCSF by ~30 mOsm after adding

mannitol, time delay increased from 5.95 ±1.12ms (26 spike-pair from 1 slice) to 9.76 ±
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1.78 ms (50 spike-pair from 1 slice in high osmolarity over 40 mins after concentrating
the solution), corresponds to a 40.0% decrease in speed (Fig. 2.8 A). The same
relationship was shown in the simulation. Taking 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 = 3μm as the control group, the

propagation speed increased by 130% when 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 decreased to ~2μm, and decreased by
50% when mean 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 increased to ~4μm (Fig. 2.8 B). Furthermore, as SF goes up

(higher cellular volume density and similar as lower osmolarity), propagation speed goes
up (Fig. 2.6 C), which provides additional matching trend as osmolarity changes.
These results confirm the predictions of the model regarding the effect of cell-tocell distance on the speed of propagation. The experimental results are also consistent
with the effect of osmolarity on speed of propagation that was previously reported [36]

and showed that the strength of electrical field effect plays a significant role in
determining the neuronal activity propagation speed. For instance, a tightly packed
network (low osmolarity or smaller 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 ) increases the electrical impedance and field
sensitivity between cells [15], [18], which in turn strengthens the amplitude of electrical
field during neuronal activity propagation.

It has also been shown previously that

externally applied field can linearly affect changes in action potential timing; namely, the
stronger the field strength, the sooner cells fire [32]. Interestingly, in our simulation, we
found a similar relationship between the field amplitude and the propagation time delay
for every cell-to-cell distance group (Fig. 2.9). This effect can explain why extracellular
osmolarity has an inverse relationship with propagation speed and emphasize the
important effect of endogenous network field strength on the neuronal activity
propagation speed.
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2.4 DISCUSSION
The observation that neural activity can propagate at a speed of approximately
0.1m/s in either physiological (theta wave) or pathological (epileptiform) conditions and
in the presence or absence of chemical/electrical synapses suggest the a common novel
mechanism for neural communication is involved. Previous studies related to such type
of propagation eliminated the possibility for chemical synapses, gap junctions, axonal
conductions, and ionic diffusion [2], [3], [9], [10], [11], [13], [14], and the only
remaining explanation for the governing mechanism is electrical field effect. This
electrical effect was thought to be too small to give rise to an action potential [16], [37],
and to our knowledge, most of the previous studies involve externally applied field signal
to show how a field can modify neuronal activity [16], [32], [37], [38]. Francis et al.
demonstrated that a neuronal network is much more sensitive to field modulation than the
average single neuron threshold, and that the highly structured and dense cellular packing
in hippocampus makes the region of the brain highly sensitive to field effects [15]. The
propagation of neural activity at 0.1m/s was recently observed in the hippocampus and
attributed to field effects by default [9] . This simulation not only allowed us to directly
examine if the field effect can solely govern the propagation of neuronal activity within a
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal network connected with no other means (such as synapses
or gap junctions), but also provides further information on how endogenous field strength
(amplitude) relate to extracellular osmolarity and propagation speed both in simulation
and experiments. Together, this study confirms that electric field effect with strength
within the physiological range can be high enough to generate propagation of neural
activity.
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The cellular network in the simulation consists of 30 hippocampal CA1 pyramidal
cell locations (10 cells/row×3 rows, Fig. 2.2), where cell-to-cell distances was between
~2 to ~4 µm [16], [20]. An arbitrary stacking factor (SF) was used to represent the

physical stacking around each cell location, and the value of SF was derived from the
physiological volume density in hippocampal CA1 region (physiological SF range =
15~28 based on volume density reported from [20], [23]). The model was validated as
the field amplitude and field 50%-amplitude width produced in the simulation matched
exactly in-vitro recordings of unfolded hippocampus through Michigan Shank (Fig. 2.5)
and those known to generate electrical field effects in hippocampal slices (~5mV/mm)
[32], [33] and in cortex (up to 4.52mV/mm) [17]. At the same time, the model
successfully reproduced physiological intracellular spike characteristics both in a 4-AP/
Ca2+ -free (Fig. 2.6 A) and in normal aCSF environment (Fig. 2.7 A)

Upon initial extracellular stimulation through Michigan Shank acquired signals,

transverse propagation of the activity was observed both with 4-AP/ Ca2+ -free (Fig. 2.6
B and normal channel kinetics in the simulation (Fig. 2.7 B). The average speed with

cell-to-cell distances (𝑑𝑐−𝑐 ) equals to ~2 to ~4 µm was around 0.12 m/s for 4-AP/ Ca2+ free conditions (Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.6 C) and 0.11m/s for normal channel kinetics

conditions (Fig. 2.7 B and D), matching the common 0.1m/s speed reported in
epileptiform propagation [2], [3],[4], [5], low Ca2+ field bursting [6], and theta

oscillations both in-vitro [7] and in-vivo [1]. Since the cells in the simulated network

were connected only through field effect, these results indicate that field effect itself can
be solely responsible for neuronal activity propagation with a speed of 0.1m/s in a
cellular network independently of channel kinetics.
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The electrical field effect can also explain the effect of tissue osmolarity on
neuronal propagation speed. In the present study, 4-AP induced epileptiform activity
travelled faster when extracellular osmolarity was lowered (cells swelling), and vice
versa (Fig. 2.8 A), matching the relationship between osmolarity and propagation speed
in low Mg 2+ -induced seizure activity in hippocampal CA1 region [32]. These

experimental results confirmed the prediction from the simulations that a lower 𝑑𝑐−𝑐

(smaller extracellular space) produces a faster propagation speed (Fig. 2.8 B) because as
the distance between cells decreased, the network field amplitude increased (Fig. 2.5 B
Right). Radmen et al. suggested that there is a linear relationship between applied field
amplitude and changes in action potential timing: the stronger the field strength, the
sooner cells fire [32]. Interestingly, we found that the network field amplitude and
propagation delay has a similar inverse linear relationship (Fig. 2.9); thus, the speed
increases as field amplitude increases. Thus, the hypothesis that propagation of neural
activity can be carried out solely by electric fields is consistent with experimental data as
well as computer simulation results.
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Ionic

Maximum Conductance

Channels

Values

g Na

0.045 S/cm2

g NaP

0.0003 S/cm2

g KA

0.007 S/cm2

g leak,soma

0.001 S/cm2

0.01 S/cm2

g KDR

0.059 S/cm2

gm

g leak,dendrites

2.922×10−5 S/cm2

Table 2.1. Maximum conductance values used in the model
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Mean 𝒅𝒄−𝒄

Mean Speed (Within
Physiological SF Range)
0.23±0.096 m/s

3 µm

0.10±0.048 m/s

~2 to ~4 𝛍𝛍

0.12 ± 0.097 m/s

2 µm
4 µm

0.05±0.020 m/s

Table 2.2. Mean propagation speeds for various cell-to-cell distances within the
physiological SF range
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Figure 2.1. Structure of CA1 pyramidal cell model. There are 21 compartments in the
apical dendrite (A1-A21), one compartment in the soma (S1), and 11 compartments in
the basal dendrite (B1-B11)
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Figure 2.2. CA1 Pyramidal cellular network layout in the model. (A) Top view of the
network (solid circles represent soma positions). The network contains three rows of cells
with ten in each row, where the diameter of the soma is 10 μm and the soma edge-to-edge
distance (𝑑𝑐−𝑐 ) range from 2 to 4 μm. Thus the dimension of the network is 34~38 μm
×124~136 μm. (B) 3-D view of the network. (C) Physical representation of the stacking
factor (SF). In each row, solid-colored cells represent the actual modeled cells, while
empty-colored cells represent the virtually stacked cells around the modeled cells. A
stacking factor of 3 is shown in the figure, where each modeled cells were surrounded by
two extra virtual cells at the spot and the amplitude of electrical field created by each
modeled cells were multiplied by 3.
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Figure 2.3. Initiation of neuronal activity and field effect computation within the network.
(A) Initiation of the neuronal activity by extracellular stimulation for Row A cells using
in-vitro acquired signal. Each of the three signals was ten times the average of 10
randomly selected trials from in-vitro acquired signals (i.e. cell layer, apical dendrites,
basal dendrites). The signals were placed on the middle point of soma and dendrites close
to the soma. (B) Network field effect acting on one extracellular node of a target cell
using Eq.6. The field acting on node n of Row B Cell #5 was the superposition of all
fields created from all Row A cells.
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Figure 2.4 Propagation speed and field amplitude measurements in the model. (A) Transverse neuronal activity propagation and
network extracellular field measurement. Row A affects Row B, and Row A and Row B affect Row C through electrical field effect.
Three virtual electrodes were placed 30 µm away from the third row middle cell the extracellular voltages resulting from all of the
cells in Row A, B, and C were measured at v1, v2, and v3. The field amplitude was calculated as the average of the spatial difference
of v1 and v2 and the spatial difference of v1 and v3 (Eq. 7). (B) Extracellular potential widening algorithm. “Shifting algorithm”
procedure. Each recorded extracellular voltage waveform was widened by “shifts” times, and the sum of the shifted copies (each
shifted by one time step) are then normalized by “shifts” times to preserve the amplitude of the measured extracellular voltage signal.
The model used 20 as the value of “shifts”, and resulting width of processed signal matched the width of the extracellular voltage
signal acquired through Michigan Shank (See Results for more information).
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Figure 2.5. Simulation validation by in-vitro extracellular recordings. (A) Left: A typical cell layer (V1 ) and apical dendrites (V2 ) experimental recordings of
extracellular potential and calculated network field by taking the space derivative of 𝑉𝑎 and 𝑉𝑏 . Right: A histogram of field amplitude among 65 spikes recorded
from 5 unfolded hippocampus tissue suggests the field amplitude usually lays between 2.5-5mV/mm. (B) Left: Sample extracellular field recordings for Row A,
B, and C layers with typical value of SF=20 and 𝑑𝑐−𝑐 =2.94 µm. The network field was calculated through the field signal summation of all three layers.
Propagation of the activity was clearly seen in the first spike of every row layer. Right: Over physiological range of SF, network field amplitude ranged from 36mV/mm, where it increases as SF increases (tighter packing).
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Figure 2.6. Transverse propagation speed as a function of field effect with 4-AP/Ca2+ free channel kinetics in simulation. (A) Intracellular activity fires action
potential with an intracellular stimulus of 10ms/0.132nA, and the resulting waveform captures the essential physiological characteristics. (B) A typical set of
intracellular waveforms of the middle cell in Row A, B, and C upon initial extracellular stimulation by Michigan Shank acquired signals. With SF=20 and
dc−c =2.94μm, delays of 0.225ms and 0.16ms were recorded between the first spike peaking time of Row A and Row B middle cells and Row B and Row C
middle. The neuronal activity travelled through a total distance of 35.88 µm (three soma diameters plus two dc−c ), and with a total delay of 0.385ms, the
propagation speed across the three rows was 0.093m/s. (C) Propagation speed at various SF (10~30) and dc−c (2,3, or 4μm) with n=10 for each SF and dc−c .
Within physiological SF range (15-27 based on physiological volume density at hippocampal CA1 region; range limits marked with vertical lines), the average
speed was 0.12±0.097m/s for dc−c =2~4μm. Speed increases as SF goes up and dc−c goes down.
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Figure 2.7. Resulted transverse propagation speed and field amplitude by field effect with normal channel kinetics in simulation. (A) With normal channel
kinetics, modeled pyramidal cell fires at an intracellular stimulation threshold of 0.092nA/10ms, and the action potential exhibits essential physiological action
potential characteristics. (B) A sample set of intracellular recording of Row A, Row B, and Row C middle cells with SF=20 and dc−c =1.93μm. The total
propagation delay was 0.3ms, and with a travelling distance of 33.86μm (three soma diameters plus two dc−c ), the speed was 0.013m/s. (C) A sample set of
extracellular field recording with SF=20 and dc−c =1.93μm. The field amplitude was 0.68 mV/mm, 0.72mV/mm, and 1.43mV/mm for Row A, Row B, and Row
C layers, resulting a total network field amplitude of 2.83mV/mm. (D) Propagation speed at various SF with mean dc−c =2μm (n=10 and variance=0.1μm for
each SF). The speed goes up as SF increases, and within physiological SF range, the mean propagation speed is around 0.1m/s. (E) Network field amplitude at
various SF with mean dc−c =2μm (n=10 and variance=0.1μm for each SF). The field goes up as SF increases, and within physiological SF range, network field
amplitude ranges from ~2-~3mV/mm, matching reported weak field amplitude seen in-vitro.
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Figure 2.8. The inverse relationship between extracelluar osmolarity (or extracellular
space) and propagation speed recorded in-vitro and in-silico. (A) Effect of osmolarity on
speed of propagation in-vitro. Compared to epileptiform activity in normal osmolarity of
the 4-AP solution, propagation speed increased at low osmolarity (cell swellings and
decreased dc−c ) and decreased at high osmolarity (cell shrinking and increased dc−c ). (B)
Effect of distance between cells (extracellular space) on the speed of propagation in-silico.
Using dc−c =3μm as control group, propagation speed increased when dc−c decreased,
and decreased when dc−c increased.
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Figure 2.9. The linear relationship between simulated neuronal activity travelling delay
time (from Row A to Row C) and endogenous network field amplitude. For each dc−c
group, the time delay decreases linearly as field amplitude increases.
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CHAPTER 3
CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this study was to investigate whether electrical field
effect alone can retain neuronal activity propagation in a cellular network and how the
field amplitude modulates the propagation pattern and traveling speed. A computational
model consisting of three rows of CA1 pyramidal cells connected with no other means
but electrical field effect and the algorithm for field effect mathematical representation
was developed (Hypothesis I, Section 1.2). This model could be repeatedly used as a
testing platform for examining the role and significance of field effect for various types
of neuronal activity propagation in any cellular network with corresponding channel
kinetics.
Upon neuronal activity initiation in the first row, the speed and network field
amplitude were measured. The results showed that with the field effect alone, a
transverse propagation of neuronal activity was observed and the network field amplitude
during propagation was around 2-5mV/mm in both normal conditions (normal channel
kinetics) and pathological epileptiform condition (4-AP/Ca free channel kinetics),
matching what the field amplitude recorded in hippocampus and cortex during a
travelling event experimentally. Thus, the hypothesis that electrical field effect solely can
drive neuronal activity propagation within a cellular network appeared to be true
(Hypothesis II, Section 1.2). The mean speeds for such field-effect-induced propagation
was 0.11±0.03m/s in normal channel kinetics and 0.12 ± 0.097 m/s with pathological
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kinetics, matching the common 0.1m/s speed recorded from epileptiform propagation and
theta wave previously in-vivo and in-vitro. This showed that this field-effect-driven
propagation exhibits a speed of approximately 0.1m/s regardless of whether it is under
normal or pathological conditions, confirming the Hypothesis III in Section 1.2.
In addition, we found that endogenous field could positively modulate the
propagation speed, namely, the higher the field amplitude, the faster the activity travels.
As cellular packing becomes tighter in the simulated network, propagation speed also
increased. Thus, the electrical field effect explains the inverse relationship between
osmolarity and speed seen in experiments, proving that the Hypothesis IV in Section 1.2
is true.
Understanding the electrical field effect could lead to a better understanding in
seizure generation, seizure suppression, and theta wave generation. For instance, based
on the findings of the significance of endogenous electric field in epileptiform
propagation, it might be possible to control seizure activity by injecting a cancelling field
locally to terminate the seizure travelling across different locations in the brain. In
addition, as disruptions of theta oscillation produces behavioral impairment, manipulating
the strength of field effect could allow us “tune” the oscillation pattern back to normal.
Future work on this topic should focus on directly proving the governing role of
field effect in any propagation events with 0.1m/s in-vitro and in-vivo. One way of doing
this could be injecting a cancelling field amplitude locally and monitor whether neuronal
activity travelling terminates at the location. In addition, it is essential to generate a set of
generalized requirements where field effect, although it appears to be weak in amplitude,
plays a significant role in maintaining and modulating the neuronal activity travelling
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pattern. This can be achieved by testing the physiological significance of the field effect
under different parameter settings in the model and verify by the experimental data if it is
experimentally testable. Finally, it is essential to explore the role of field effect in
pathological condition management such as epilepsy suppression, where modulating the
strength of field may allow us to modify epileptiform propagation pattern and control
seizure.
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Appendix
NEURON Script for the Simulation Model

A.1

4-AP/ 𝐂𝐚𝟐+ Cell kinetics and structure

Script written by: Chen Qiu in 2012/10
Cell kinetics based on:
J. Shuai, M. Bikson, P. J. Hahn, J. Lian, and D. M. Durand, “Ionic
mechanisms underlying spontaneous CA1 neuronal firing in Ca2+-free
solution,” Biophys. J., vol. 84, no. 3, pp. 2099–2111, Mar. 2003
E. N. Warman, D. M. Durand, and G. L. Yuen, “Reconstruction of
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cell electrophysiology by computer
simulation,” J. Neurophysiol., vol. 71, no. 6, pp. 2033–2045, Jun. 1994.

RmDend=34200 //Ohm.cm2
RmSoma= 680 //Ohm.cm2
Cm=1
RaAll=530 //Ohm.cm Axial or Cytoplasmic Resistance
Vrest = -65
dt = 0.0125
gna = 0.045//S/cm2
gkdr = 0.01 //S/cm2
gnap = 0.0003 //S/cm2
gka = 0.007 //S/cm2
gm = 0.003 //S/cm2
gl = 0.001 //S/cm2
gldend = 2.922e-5 //S/cm2

//Start creating the cell
nbasal=1
napical = 1
apicalseg = 21
basalseg = 11
Lapical = 735.3//um
Lbasal = 490.2 //um
Lsoma=10 //um
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diamDend=5.2
create soma, basal[1], apical[1]
eqk=-80
eqna=65

soma {
pt3dclear()
pt3dadd(-8.0, 0, 0.0, 4.273)
pt3dadd(-7.31577,0,0, 5.566)
pt3dadd(-6.25, 0, 0.0, 8.05716)
pt3dadd(-5.23, 0, 0.0, 9.0)
pt3dadd(-4, 0, 0.0, 9.4352)
pt3dadd(-3.29923, 0, 0.0, 9.72981)
pt3dadd(0, 0, 0.0, 10)
pt3dadd(3.29923, 0, 0.0, 9.72981)
pt3dadd(4, 0, 0.0, 9.4352)
pt3dadd(5.23, 0, 0.0, 9.0)
pt3dadd(6.25, 0, 0.0, 8.05716)
pt3dadd(7.31577,0,0, 5.566)
pt3dadd(8.0, 0, 0.0, 4.273)
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert

na gnabar_na=gna ena=eqna
kdr gkdrbar_kdr=gkdr ek=eqk
nap gnapbar_nap=gnap ena=eqna
ka gkabar_ka=gka ek=eqk
m gmbar_m=gm ek=eqk
leak glbar_leak=gl ecl=-60

//ar2_na3=0.8
insert pas e_pas=Vrest g_pas = 1/RmSoma
Ra=RaAll cm=Cm
nseg = 1
insert extracellular
}

for i=0, napical-1 apical[i]{
pt3dclear()
pt3dadd(4.45,0,0, diamDend)
pt3dadd(4.45+Lapical,0,0,diamDend)
nseg= apicalseg
cm = Cm//uF/cm2
//diam = 5.2 //um
//L = Lapical //um
Ra = RaAll //Ohm.cm
insert pas
g_pas = 1/RmDend // S/cm
e_pas = Vrest //mV
insert leak glbar_leak=gldend ecl=-58
insert extracellular
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}
for i=0, nbasal-1 basal[i]{
pt3dclear()
pt3dadd(-4.45,0,0, diamDend)
pt3dadd(-4.45-Lbasal,0,0,diamDend)
nseg= basalseg
cm = Cm //uF/cm2
//diam = 5.2 //um
// L = Lbasal //um
Ra = RaAll //Ohm.cm
insert pas
g_pas = 1/RmDend // S/cm
e_pas = Vrest //mV
insert leak glbar_leak=gldend ecl=-58
insert extracellular
}
//Connecting everything together
connect basal[0](0),soma(0)
connect apical[0](0), soma(1)

A.2

Normal cell kinetics and structure

Script written by Chen Qiu in 2013/11
Based on Wimmer et al. 2010 Complex CA1-neuron to study AP initiation
http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/ShowModel.asp?model=123927&file=\W
immer-et-al2009\Fig8a.hoc
RmDend=34200 //Ohm.cm2
RmSoma= 680 //Ohm.cm2
Cm=1
RaAll=530 //Ohm.cm Axial or Cytoplasmic Resistance
Vrest = -65
dt = 0.0125
gna = 0.045//S/cm2
gkdr = 0.01 //S/cm2
gnap = 0.0003 //S/cm2
gka = 0.007 //S/cm2
gm = 0.003 //S/cm2
gl = 0.001 //S/cm2
gldend = 2.922e-5 //S/cm2

//Start creating the cell
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nbasal=1
napical = 1
apicalseg = 21
basalseg = 11
Lapical = 735.3//um
Lbasal = 490.2 //um
Lsoma=10 //um
diamDend=5.2
create soma, basal[1], apical[1]
eqk=-80
eqna=65

soma {
pt3dclear()
pt3dadd(-8.0, 0, 0.0, 4.273)
pt3dadd(-7.31577,0,0, 5.566)
pt3dadd(-6.25, 0, 0.0, 8.05716)
pt3dadd(-5.23, 0, 0.0, 9.0)
pt3dadd(-4, 0, 0.0, 9.4352)
pt3dadd(-3.29923, 0, 0.0, 9.72981)
pt3dadd(0, 0, 0.0, 10)
pt3dadd(3.29923, 0, 0.0, 9.72981)
pt3dadd(4, 0, 0.0, 9.4352)
pt3dadd(5.23, 0, 0.0, 9.0)
pt3dadd(6.25, 0, 0.0, 8.05716)
pt3dadd(7.31577,0,0, 5.566)
pt3dadd(8.0, 0, 0.0, 4.273)
insert pas e_pas=Vrest g_pas = 1/RmSoma
//Ca current
insert car
PcaRbar_car = 4.4e-05
insert cat
PcaTbar_cat = 1e-05
insert CAl
PcalBar_CAl = 6.622e-05
insert CAnpq
PcanpqBar_CAnpq = 0.000154
insert cadyn
depth_cadyn = 1
taur_cadyn = 1
cainf_cadyn = 0.0001
insert ca2dyn
depth_ca2dyn = 1
taur_ca2dyn = 1000
ca2inf_ca2dyn = 0.0001
// K current
insert KAHP //KAHP
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gAHPbar_KAHP = 0.0004
insert KM //KM
gMbar_KM = 0.0032
timesTau_KM = 2
plusTau_KM = 0
insert kdrG //delayed rectifier KDR
gbar_kdrG = 0.005
insert kaG //KA
gbar_kaG = 0.011
insert kslow //fast K current (why called "slow"?)
gbar_kslow = 0.012
insert kleck //K leakage current
gbar_kleck = 0.00004
insert KCT //voltage and Ca dependent K current
gCTbar_KCT = 0.02
insert hd
ghdbar_hd = 5e-06
vhalfl_hd = -90
// Na current
insert na3Mig //Transient Na Current
sh_na3Mig = 0
gbar_na3Mig = 0.1
ar2_na3Mig = 1
insert nap
gbar_nap = 0.0003
timestauh_nap = 50
timestaum_nap = 1
shifttaum_nap = 1
shifttauh_nap = 1
insert napIn
gbar_napIn = 0.0008
htau_napIn = 15

Ra=RaAll cm=Cm
nseg = 1
insert extracellular
}

for i=0, napical-1 apical[i]{
pt3dclear()
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pt3dadd(4.45,0,0, diamDend)
pt3dadd(4.45+Lapical,0,0,diamDend)
nseg= apicalseg
cm = Cm//uF/cm2
//diam = 5.2 //um
//L = Lapical //um
Ra = RaAll //Ohm.cm
insert pas
g_pas = 1/RmDend // S/cm
e_pas = Vrest //mV
insert leak
glbar_leak=gldend ecl=-58
insert extracellular
}
for i=0, nbasal-1 basal[i]{
pt3dclear()
pt3dadd(-4.45,0,0, diamDend)
pt3dadd(-4.45-Lbasal,0,0,diamDend)
nseg= basalseg
cm = Cm //uF/cm2
//diam = 5.2 //um
// L = Lbasal //um
Ra = RaAll //Ohm.cm
insert pas
g_pas = 1/RmDend // S/cm
e_pas = Vrest //mV
insert leak glbar_leak=gldend ecl=-58
insert extracellular
}
//Connecting everything together
connect basal[0](0),soma(0)
connect apical[0](0), soma(1)
//load_file("geometry.ses")
print "area= ",area(0.5)
stdrun=1
celsius=30
v_init=-75
cai0_ca_ion=5e-06
cao0_ca_ion=2
ca2i0_ca2_ion=5e-06
ca2o0_ca2_ion=2
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A.3

Field effect calculation based on Eq. (6)

Algorithm developed and script written by Chen Qiu in 2012/8

rowBetween = SecondNeuronRow-FirstNeuronRow
objref factorFile
factorFile=new File()
factorFile.ropen("factor.txt")
factor = factorFile.scanvar()
printf("Our factor is %d\n", factor)

//Define extracellular resistivity and position of the electrode
x_soma=randomD*rowBetween//um
x_dend=randomD*rowBetween//um
//minimum distance between the position of the electrode and dendrite
//This is the distance between the edge of dendrites when the somas are
touching each other in an complete simulation case
rhoa=330//Ohm.cm

//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages at each position
objref Ve_apical2apical_n2[apicalSize], Ve_soma2apical_n2[somaSize],
Ve_basal2apical_n2[basalSize]
objref Ve_apical2soma_n2[apicalSize], Ve_soma2soma_n2[somaSize],
Ve_basal2soma_n2[basalSize]
objref Ve_apical2basal_n2[apicalSize], Ve_soma2basal_n2[somaSize],
Ve_basal2basal_n2[basalSize]
apicalSegL = Lapical/apicalseg
basalSegL = Lbasal/basalseg
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages
objref Ve_n2_apical[apicalSize],
Ve_n2_soma[somaSize],Ve_n2_basal[basalSize] //These are for each point
in Neuron #3
for i1=0, (apicalSize-1){
Ve_n2_apical[i1]=new Vector(i_apical_n1[0][i1].size())
Ve_n2_apical[i1].fill(0)
}
for i2=0, (somaSize-1){
Ve_n2_soma[i2]=new Vector(i_soma_n1[0][i2].size())
Ve_n2_soma[i2].fill(0)
}
for i3=0, (basalSize-1){
Ve_n2_basal[i3]=new Vector(i_basal_n1[0][i3].size())
Ve_n2_basal[i3].fill(0)
}
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//Recording the positions for (x,0)
objref apicalX, basalX
apicalX=new Vector(apicalSize)
basalX = new Vector(basalSize)
apical[0]{
aa=0
for(x,0){
apicalX.set(aa,x)
aa=aa+1
}
}
basal[0]{
bb=0
for (x,0){
basalX.set(bb,x)
bb=bb+1
}
}

for ii=1,n{
neuron2 = ii-1
if (ii>5) {neuron2=10-ii}

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------//This section is to calculate the extracellular voltages applied to
the apical dendrite of Neuron #2
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------j=0 k=0 a=0
for ia=0, (apicalSize-1){ //For each point on the apical dendrite of
Neuron #2
// For each point on the apical dendrite of Neuron#2,
//the extracellular voltage should be the sum of all
of the extracellular voltages calculated
//from the apical dendrite, soma, and basal dendrite.
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on apical
dendrites of Neuron#2
//from apical dendrites of Neuron#1.
// *****
//For every point on the apical dendrite of Neuron #1
for j=0, apicalSize-1{
r1 = sqrt(x_dend^2+(abs(n2-ii)*x_soma)^2+((abs(apicalX.x[ia]apicalX.x[j]))*Lapical)^2)
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denominator1= 4* PI*r1/rhoa
Ve_apical2apical_n2[j] = new Vector(i_apical_n1[neuron2][j].size())
Ve_apical2apical_n2[j]=i_apical_n1[neuron2][j].c
Ve_apical2apical_n2[j].mul(factor*10^4/denominator1)
//Add the extracelluar voltage got from this specific point on Neuron#1
into the i point of Neuron #2
Ve_n2_apical[ia].add(Ve_apical2apical_n2[j])
}
// *****
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on apical
dendrites of Neuron#2
//from soma of Neuron#1.
for k=0, (somaSize-1){ //Soma is always lower than the apical dendrite,
so no worries about the vertical difference
r2 = sqrt(x_soma^2+(abs(n2ii)*x_soma)^2+(Lsoma/2+apicalX.x[ia]*Lapical)^2)
denominator2 = 4*PI*r2/rhoa
Ve_soma2apical_n2[k]=new Vector(i_soma_n1[neuron2][k].size())
Ve_soma2apical_n2[k]=i_soma_n1[neuron2][k].c
Ve_soma2apical_n2[k].mul(factor*10^4/denominator2)
Ve_n2_apical[ia].add(Ve_soma2apical_n2[k])
}
// *****
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on apical
dendrites of Neuron#2
//from distal dendrite of Neuron#1.
for a=0, (basalSize-1){
r3 = sqrt(x_dend^2+(abs(n2ii)*x_soma)^2+(basalX.x[a]*Lbasal+apicalX.x[ia]*Lapical+Lsoma)^2) //Seg
length on basal dendrite plus the entire length of soma plus the
distance of apical dendrite
denominator3 = 4*PI *r3/rhoa
Ve_basal2apical_n2[a]=new Vector(i_basal_n1[neuron2][a].size())
Ve_basal2apical_n2[a]=i_basal_n1[neuron2][a].c
Ve_basal2apical_n2[a].mul(factor*10^4/denominator3)
Ve_n2_apical[ia].add(Ve_basal2apical_n2[a])
}
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------//--------------------------------------------------------------------------//This section is to calculate the extracellular voltages applied to
the soma of Neuron #2
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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for ib=0, (somaSize-1){ //For each point on the soma of Neuron #2
j=0 k=0 a=0

// For each point on the soma of Neuron#2,
//the extracellular voltage should be the sum of all
of the extracellular voltages calculated
//from the apical dendrite, soma, and basal dendrite
(superposition).
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on soma of
Neuron#2
//from apical dendrites of Neuron#1.
// *****
for j=0, (apicalSize-1){ //For every point from the apical dendrite of
Neuron #1
r1 = sqrt(x_dend^2+(abs(n2ii)*x_soma)^2+(apicalX.x[j]*Lapical+Lsoma/2)^2) //When the point on
Neuron#1 is positioned higher than the point on Neuron#2
denominator1= 4* PI*r1/rhoa
Ve_apical2soma_n2[j] = new Vector(i_apical_n1[neuron2][j].size())
Ve_apical2soma_n2[j]=i_apical_n1[neuron2][j].c
Ve_apical2soma_n2[j].mul(factor*10^4/denominator1)
//Add the extracelluar voltage got from this specific point on Neuron#1
into the i point of Neuron #2
Ve_n2_soma[ib].add(Ve_apical2soma_n2[j])
}
// *****
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on soma of
Neuron#2
//from soma of Neuron#1.
for k=0, (somaSize-1){ //For every point from the soma of Neuron #1
r2 = sqrt(x_soma^2+(abs(n2-ii)*x_soma)^2)
denominator2 = 4*PI*r2/rhoa
Ve_soma2soma_n2[k]=new Vector(i_soma_n1[neuron2][k].size())
Ve_soma2soma_n2[k]=i_soma_n1[neuron2][k].c
Ve_soma2soma_n2[k].mul(factor*10^4/denominator2)
Ve_n2_soma[ib].add(Ve_soma2soma_n2[k])
}
// *****

//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on soma of
Neuron#2
//from basal dendrite of Neuron#1.
for a=0, (basalSize-1){ //For every point from the basal dendrite of
Neuron #1
r3 = sqrt(x_dend^2+(abs(n2-ii)*x_soma)^2+(basalX.x[a]*Lbasal+Lsoma/2)^2)
//
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denominator3 = 4*PI *r3/rhoa
Ve_basal2soma_n2[a]=new Vector(i_basal_n1[neuron2][a].size())
Ve_basal2soma_n2[a]=i_basal_n1[neuron2][a].c
Ve_basal2soma_n2[a].mul(factor*10^4/denominator3)
Ve_n2_soma[ib].add(Ve_basal2soma_n2[a])
}

}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------//This section is to calculate the extracellular voltages applied to
the basal dendrite of Neuron #2
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------for ic=0, (basalSize-1){ //For each point on the basal dendrite of
Neuron #2

// For each point on the soma of Neuron#2,
//the extracellular voltage should be the sum of all
of the extracellular voltages calculated
//from the apical dendrite, soma, and basal dendrite
(superposition).
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on basal
dendrite of Neuron#2
//from apical dendrites of Neuron#1.
// *****
j=0 k=0 a=0
for j=0, (apicalSize-1){ //For every point from the apical Dendrite of
Neuron #1
r1 = sqrt(x_dend^2+(abs(n2ii)*x_soma)^2+(apicalX.x[j]*Lapical+Lsoma+basalX.x[ic]*Lbasal)^2)
//When the point on Neuron#1 is positioned higher than the point on
Neuron#2
denominator1= 4* PI*r1/rhoa
Ve_apical2basal_n2[j] = new Vector(i_apical_n1[neuron2][j].size())
Ve_apical2basal_n2[j]=i_apical_n1[neuron2][j].c
Ve_apical2basal_n2[j].mul(factor*10^4/denominator1)
//Add the extracelluar voltage got from this specific point on Neuron#1
into the i point of Neuron #2
Ve_n2_basal[ic].add(Ve_apical2basal_n2[j])
}
// *****
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//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages onto the basal
dendrite of Neuron#2
//from soma of Neuron#1.
for k=0, (somaSize-1){

//For every point from the soma of Neuron #1

r2 = sqrt(x_dend^2+(abs(n2ii)*x_soma)^2+(Lsoma/2+basalX.x[ic]*Lbasal)^2)
denominator2 = 4*PI*r2/rhoa
Ve_soma2basal_n2[k]=new Vector(i_soma_n1[neuron2][k].size())
Ve_soma2basal_n2[k]=i_soma_n1[neuron2][k].c
Ve_soma2basal_n2[k].mul(factor*10^4/denominator2)
Ve_n2_basal[ic].add(Ve_soma2basal_n2[k])
}
// *****
//Calculate the corresponding extracellular voltages on basal dendrite
of Neuron#2
//from basal dendrite of Neuron#1.
for a=0, (basalSize-1){ //For every point from the basal dendrite of
Neuron #1
r3 = sqrt(x_dend^2+(abs(n2-ii)*x_soma)^2+((abs(basalX.x[ic]basalX.x[a]))*Lbasal)^2)

denominator3 = 4*PI *r3/rhoa
Ve_basal2basal_n2[a]=new Vector(i_basal_n1[neuron2][a].size())
Ve_basal2basal_n2[a]=i_basal_n1[neuron2][a].c
Ve_basal2basal_n2[a].mul(factor*10^4/denominator3)
Ve_n2_basal[ic].add(Ve_basal2basal_n2[a])
}
}
}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
print "We are printing the size:"
print Ve_n2_apical[0].size()

A.4

Single cell layer field recording

Script written by Chen Qiu in 2013/1
n2=5
n=10
load_file("nrngui.hoc")
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load_file("myCell3d.hoc")

tstop = 1000
dt=0.005
num = tstop/dt +1
print "num is ", num

objref tvec
tvec = new Vector(num)
tvec.indgen(0,tstop,dt)
//print "tvec size", tvec.size()
load_file("readData3-4Current.hoc")
SecondNeuronRow=4
FirstNeuronRow=3
objref randDistance, f1
f1=new File()
f1.ropen("randDistance.txt")
newNum = f1.scanvar()
printf("Our new num is %d\n", newNum)
//print randDistance.x[0]
objref r
r=new Random(newNum)
load_file("meanD.hoc")
r.normal(meanD,0.1)
randomD=r.repick()+30
print "randomD=", randomD

load_file("xtraVoltage2-3.hoc")
print "finish readData3-4"
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
load_file("shiftRow3.hoc")
//Apply ephaptic effect stimulation
proc setStimApical(){
apical[0]{
j=0
for (x,0){
Ve_n3_apical[j].play(&e_extracellular(x),tvec)
//print "Apical x= ",x, " ", x*Lapical, " um"
j=j+1
}
}
}
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proc setStimSoma() {
soma{
for (x,0){
Ve_n3_soma[0].play(&e_extracellular(x),tvec)
//print "Soma x= ",x," ", x*8.9, " um"
}
}
}

proc setStimBasal(){
basal[0]{
z=0
for (x,0){
Ve_n3_basal[z].play(&e_extracellular(x),tvec)
//print "Basal x= ", x, " ", x*Lbasal, " um"
z=z+1
}
}
}
setStimApical()
setStimSoma()
setStimBasal()
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////
load_file("record.hoc")
//load_file("neuron2-1.ses")

init()
run()
//////////////////Plotting the Field/////////////////////////////
objref ga,gb, gc, field1, field2, avgField
/*
ga=new Graph()
Ve_n3_apical[10].plot(ga,dt,3,2) //blue
Ve_n3_soma[0].plot(ga,dt,2,2)//Red
Ve_n3_basal[5].plot(ga,dt,4,2)//Green
*/
field1=new Vector()
field2=new Vector()
avgField=new Vector()
field1=Ve_n3_apical[10].c
field1.sub(Ve_n3_soma[0])
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field1.mul(10^3/(apicalX.x[10]*Lapical+0.5*Lsoma))
print "apicaldistance= ",apicalX.x[10]*Lapical+0.5*Lsoma, " um."
print "Field1=(Vtop-Vmiddle)/distance; max= ", field1.max(), "mV/mm;
min= ", field1.min(), " mV/mm"
field2=Ve_n3_basal[5].c
field2.sub(Ve_n3_soma[0])
field2.mul(10^3/(basalX.x[5]*Lbasal+0.5*Lsoma))
field2=Ve_n3_basal[5].c
field2.sub(Ve_n3_soma[0])
avgField=field1.c
avgField.add(field2)
avgField.mul(0.5)
objref f4
f4=new File()
f4.wopen("field3-4.txt")
avgField.vwrite(f4)
print "basaldistance= ",basalX.x[5]*Lbasal+0.5*Lsoma, " um."
print "Field2=(Vbottom-Vmiddle)/distance; max= ", field2.max(), "mV/mm;
min= ", field2.min(), " mV/mm"
print "Average Field= ", avgField.max(), "mV/mm."
print "avgField size= ", avgField.size()

print "Factor= ", factor

objref outputFile
outputFile=new File()
outputFile.aopen("neuronRow3-4Field.txt")
outputFile.printf("%f ", randomD)
outputFile.printf("%f ",field1.max())
outputFile.printf("%f \n",field2.max())
outputFile.flush()
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
index1=vm_3.max_ind(470/dt,510/dt)
print "Neuron C-", n2,"peak 1=", index1*dt
objref f1, f2, f3
f1 = new File()
f2 = new File()
f3 = new File()
f1.wopen("somaCurrent4-5.txt")
f2.wopen("apicalCurrent4-5.txt")
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f3.wopen("basalCurrent4-5.txt")
load_file("processData.hoc")
strdef baseName
baseName = "exV_rowC_neuron"
load_file("recordExV.hoc")
gb=new Graph()
gc=new Graph()
field1.mul(-1)
field2.mul(-1)
avgField.mul(-1)
field1.plot(gb,dt,3,2)//blue
field2.plot(gb,dt,2,2)//red
avgField.plot(gc,dt,3,2)//blue Average Field
print "finish NeuronD-", n2
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